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So you're going to Israel?Â Don't go without this guide. A trip to the Holy Land is, for most, a

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. In this one-stop guide, two professionalsâ€”Charles Dyer, a Bible

scholar and veteran Holy Land tour guide, and Greg Hatteberg, graduate of the Institute of Holy

Land Studies in Jerusalemâ€”help you make the most of your trip.With detailed maps and a full-color

16-page photo insert, this book walks you through five key biblical regions: Israel, Egypt, Greece,

Jordan, and Turkey, giving you a preview of whatâ€™s to come and helping you make the most of

every moment along the way.Packing lists, jet lag tips, passport requirements, and a wealth of other

practical information will assure you that have everything you need, while a four-week prayer guide

and Bible study prepare you for the spiritual journey you are about to take.The Christian

Travelerâ€™s Guide to the Holy Land traces the biblical events of over ninety of the most visited

sites and will ensure that your trip is an exciting, spiritually satisfying, and unforgettable

experience.This revised edition features newly excavated sites, up-to-date photos and maps, and

relevant advice for preparing for and preserving your trip.
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Travel guides about journeying to the Holy Land are a dime a dozen. I have read many of them. But

the newly revised and updated edition ofÂ The Christian Traveler's Guide to the Holy

LandÂ represents the best general volume for the Evangelical.I have recommended this book to

many people, and I know of a number of ministries that regularly go to Israel who distribute this

volume to each traveler. Written by veteran Israel travelers, Charles H. Dyer and Greg A. Hatteberg,



this volume will enable you to:* Gain a general overview of all the major sites of Israel with a brief

introduction for each site, including primary scripture passages, maps, charts, and photos.* Know

what to do with regard to practical needs such as packing, safety, weather, and photography.* Get

the skinny on what to see, where to go, and what not to miss.The authors have extensively revised

the first part of the book on "Preparing for the Trip," updating all the content--from applying for a

passport, to using online resources, to traveling to Israel for the mobility impaired. Parts 3-6 of the

book offers a similar overview of key sites in Egypt, Greece, Jordan, and Turkey.Unique to this

guidebook--I've never seen it anywhere else--are sections outlining a 4-week schedule for Bible

reading, prayer, and Bible study.Whether you're looking for a book for yourself or one to

recommend to someone else traveling to the Holy Land,Â The Christian Traveler's Guide to the

Holy LandÂ will serve you well.

Not impressed with the book. Certainly not good while walking around. Has some good historical

info but defiantly no a guide! They should change the title because I expect a lot more out of a guide

book. No route suggestions or anything. I've travel a lot, 25 countries so far and I mostly use guide

books. Stay away from this one. I think this is more geared for someone who is not going to Israel or

the middle east and rather studying the geographical relationships of these places in a biblical

context. If your actually going to Israel in particular I recommend. In the footsteps of Jesus.

Some day I hope to see the Holy Land. I don't wish to wait until the Lord returns but hope to

experience it on this side of eternity. This book is the right kind of resource for such a trip.It is a

unique book that will aid one's trip to Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Turkey and even Greece. Travel safety

guidelines are included, from the obvious preparations for tightened airport security in the region to

easing one's mind to the odds of a terrorist attack on you and your group while in the region.Tips for

travelers on what to wear, aided by a temperature and climate guide for key months of travel can be

found in its pages. These are specified to each place/country of interest. Added to these are advice

on overcoming jet lag and a guide for the mobile-impaired.If the reader hasn't yet obtained a U.S.

passport, there is guidance provided. The volume tells where to get one, whether in person or even

online. The steps in the process are given, including what is needed to verify one's

identity.Something unexpected in this travel guide is a biblical background study. There is a four

week suggested Bible reading program and prayer guide. A supplemental study seeks to prepare

travelers spiritually for the trip.The book has historical data on places and times. For example, for

Egypt, there's a section on the gods of Egypt. For Turkey, there is a guide to Asia Minor's



history.Helpful charts, pictures and maps review Israel's history, the allocation of the 12 tribes in the

land, the Herods of the Bible and a comparison of biblical periods with their correlating

archaeological periods. For example, the Patriarchal Period is identified as the Middle Bronze Age.

The United Kingdom is correlated to the Iron Age.Key cities and villages from the Bible are

highlighted. This makes a fantastic study resource whether in the land or at home in a private or

group study. For instance, Bethel's section shows how the village appears in Scripture from Genesis

to Nehemiah, through the Patriarchal Period and the conquest of the land through the judges, the

kingdom division and the return as recorded in Ezra and Nehemiah.Whether you are going to the

Holy Land soon, interested in doing so at some point in the future, or even if you think that it will

never happen, this book is for you. As you can see from my review, there are all kinds of uses for it.

It will aid your Bible study, give you insights and hopefully inspire and strengthen your faith in the

God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the God of Creation, our Redeemer and Sovereign.This book

was provided to me in exchange for an honest review by Moody Publishers.

I have taken groups in the past to the Holy Lands and have used the book. With the new edition, I

am again using it with my group. It is easy to read, spot on in accuracy, Biblically well grounded. In

short, a perfect travelers companion.The Rev. Dr. Clinton Cottrell
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